Permission for Photography
This Model Release Agreement is entered into between _________________________
(“Photographer”) and ___________________________ (“Model”), effective as of the date of signing this
Agreement. Model is being photographed by Photographer on [____/_____/_________]. Subject only to
the restrictions in paragraph 2, below, I hereby grant the following rights and permissions to
__________________________ ("Photographer"). The irrevocable, perpetual and unrestricted right and
permission to take, use, re-use, publish, and republish photographic portraits or pictures of me or in
which I may be included, in whole or in part, with or without alterations except those listed below,
reproductions thereof in color or otherwise, made through any medium at his/ her studios or elsewhere,
and in any and all media now or hereafter known, specifically including but not limited to print media
and distribution over the Internet for illustration, promotion, art, editorial, advertising, and such other
fashion /business purpose in any manner and medium.
Model’s release in paragraph 1, above, is restricted as to the items that Model has initialed below —
______Model does not agree to alterations being made to the Photographs that would make the images
appear to be pornographic, defamatory, or illegal. Photos are not to be used, in whole or in part, for use
in adult publications or for the promotion or advertising of any adult oriented products, anything
dealing with or related to drugs, abortion, self-hate, racial, cultural or sexuality discrimination or basis.
In exchange for the releases given above in this Model Release Agreement, Model is being paid the
following —
Compensation: TF________or $_________Per hour - Per day.
Photos/Videos received will be edited and retouched – Yes _____ No _____
Number of physical prints: _______, dimensions: __9__ x __12__ inchs or ____ x ____
Number of digital files: _______, in ___________ format.
Delivery shall take place in a timely manner and under any circumstance no longer than _______days
after the date agreed to begin session. (Photographer).
Photographer owns and will retain all copyright of photographed materials. Model has no ownership or
intellectual property rights to the photographed materials. Model may use any of the above agreed
upon received photos, print and/or digital materials for own promotional purposes and or for
publications. I hereby warrant that I am of full age (model) and have the right to contract in my own
name. I have read the above authorization, release, and agreement, prior to its execution, and I am fully
familiar with the contents of this document and agree that it is the entire agreement between the
parties.
___________________________________
MODEL'S SIGNATURE

______________________________________
PHOTOGRAPHER SIGNATURE

___________________________________
PRINT NAME

______________________________________
PRINT NAME

___________________________________
TODAYS DATE

______________________________________
TODAYS DATE

___________________________________
MODEL'S EMAIL ADDRESS

______________________________________
PHOTOGRAPHER EMAIL ADDRESS

